Hops ‘Nugget’
Humulus lupulus

Attractive hardy 15-25’ x 3’ perennial vine. Vigorous, even aggressive, twining shoots climb rapidly. Requires strong 15’ support (poles, pergolas, fences, walls, screens) and early training.
Native to Europe, W. Asia, and N. America. Hops has been
used so long in human history, regional differences are hard to
trace.
‘Nugget’ was developed by the USDA in 1970: it has all female
fruits, is used in most American beer styles as a preserving and
a bittering, resiny, and aroma hop, it balances out floral/citrus
of other hops, and the sweetness of malt. Provides good foam
retention. Disease resistant.
Dramatic dark heart-shaped 3-7 lobed leaves, sharply pointed
tips, toothed edges. Undersides are softly hairy around veins.
Branched green stems. Stems/leaf stalks (called “bines”) have
scattered downward-pointing hairs that grab onto structures
and allow the vine to climb.
In late summer, vertical growth ceases, as side stems bear
abundant clusters of showy fragrant flowers. Floral bracts
enlarge, creating a 3” leafy yellow-green cone-like structure,
beautiful against the dark foliage.
Each bract enfolds a small fruit at its base, all sprinkled with
yellow translucent granular glands (part of the harvest)
Cones ripen to straw-color, then brown, persist through winter.
Full sun, part sun. Grows in a range of well-drained soils. Prefers humusy sandy moist
loam with a deep profile.
Tough and adaptable. Adapts well to urban environments.
Though easy to grow, harvesting a crop requires regular upkeep:
Planting and Fertilizing: After frost danger is gone, space plants 24-36” apart. Apply balanced organic
fertilizer (16-16-16) for initial growth. Yearly fertilization prior to and during growing season recommended.
Early Season Pruning: Select three strong bines, train them in a clockwise direction around a support
with twine. Snip weaker shoots at ground. Once bines are trained, remove foliage growing up to one foot
from the ground for better air circulation. Can assign bines to indiviual posts to prevent tangling.
Watering: Water frequently in first year, mulch with compost/straw. Drip irrigation is ideal, to prevent
mildew on foliage.
Don’t harvest first year: so plant energy goes to root development.
Insects: Check for spider mites, Japanese beetles, aphids. Use insecticial soap.
Harvest: Hops ripen in late summer. Mature cones feel papery,and may leave a pleasant aromatic on your
fingers. For ease, can cut bines to 3’. Wear gloves to prevent irritation from tiny hairs.
Use 1. traditional dried hops, or 2. those picked within 24 hours for sweeter taste.
To dry, lay on large screens in ventilated area for several days, or dry in 125 degree oven for two hours. Store
in airtight containers, or freeze. ‘Nuggest’ stores well for many months, holding its acid content.
Watch for dematitis: through skin contact with plant, occuring in 1 in 30 people. Symptoms: purple eruptions on face, hands, legs, and possible irritation in eyes.
Watch for aggressive tendencies: Plants can spread underground. The best remedy is to dig up the roots
every year after the third year, and to divide them, planting them elsewhere, giving to friends., etc.

Uses: Culinary, attractive vines and flowers, screening/cover, cottage/herb gardens.
Leaves/flower-heads produce a fine brown dye.
Attracts butterflies, including the Comma and the Red Admiral.
Valuable refuge for insects and nesting/roosting birds.
Deer resistant.
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